0. 79. Highly deformed dry coning
- Vertical structure
- Disturbance ends very abruptly at 90° turn.

79 - 141. Olive grey mud
- Crudely laminated - type I
- Individual laminae of olive grey
- Many laminae consist of strong
  if smaller layers; perhaps
  indicating fine scale bioturbation
- Some discontinuity across core
  1/16 inch laminated zone?

122. Short boundary with olive
-like relief - may be too faint for a
20 foot. - perhaps

129 - 141. Becoming flinty - graded bed?
- Fine sand at base of core.

137. Pebbly nodules - pseudomorph of
- Some kind of bone - flat

140. Second phebly also appears to be phosphatic fish bone;
- Cemented onto dolomite bed.